01. What are the different strategies to formulate a modified release tablet?

- Single layer tablets
- Bilayers, tri-layers
- Complex layering

02. But are you capable of achieving a pulse drug release with multi-layers?

- Pulse release can be achieved through layering techniques
- Multi-layer tablets can provide controlled drug release

03. Does investigation of all these formulations require a lot of different equipment?

- Various equipment may be required for different formulations
- STYL’One Tableting Instrument can handle many layers

04. Can STYL’One consequently be considered as a Drug Delivery System?

- STYL’One can be used for R&D purposes
- It allows for the development of innovative drug delivery systems

05. What are the benefits of an R&D instrument?

- STYL’One is a single-punch tableting instrument
- It allows for the creation of prototype tablets
- It can be used for a wide range of formulations
- It can handle complex formulations and daring ideas